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A LOCAL PROJECTION OPERATOR
FOR QUADRILATERAL FINITE ELEMENTS

V. GIRAULT

Abstract. This note studies the approximation error of a local projection op-

erator on polynomials of total degree k defined on quadrilaterals. Among other

applications, this projection operator permits to derive easily error estimates for

quadrature formulas.

1. Introduction

Let T denote a convex and nondegenerate quadrilateral (i.e., not reduced

to a triangle) and let A; be a nonnegative integer. We denote by P¿ the set of

polynomials in two variables of total degree k , i.e., spanned by all products of

the form x['x'22 with 0 < ii < k, 0 < i2 < k and i\ + i2 < k. Then, for any

function u in LX(T), we define its local projection IT(u) £Vk by

(1) VrePfc,     [ TT(u)rdx= [ urdx.
Jt Jt

Obviously, (1) defines uniquely IT(u), but deriving error estimates for this

operator is not altogether straightforward, because the polynomial space P& is

well adapted to triangular finite elements but not to quadrilateral finite elements.
Indeed, in the case of quadrilateral finite elements, the polynomials are first

defined on the reference square T = [0, l]2 in the reference (xi, jc2)-space and

they belong to the space Qk of polynomials of degree k in each variable, i.e.,

spanned by all products of the form x\'x'22 with 0 < z'i < k and 0 < i2 < k.

Then they are transformed into functions (generally, not polynomials) defined

on T by a transformation that maps T onto T. More precisely, as T is

convex and nondegenerate, there exists an invertible bilinear mapping Ft that

maps T onto T (cf. Ciarlet [2]); then we define the function space &k(T) by

@k(T) = {d = âoF-x;i'q£Qk}.

It turns out that this is the "good" space for interpolating functions on quadri-

laterals because, unlike the space P¿ , it yields optimal interpolation error esti-

mates. We refer to Ciarlet [2] for a study of these quadrilateral finite element
spaces and isoparametric finite element spaces in general.
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However, because IT is a projection operator, and thus minimizes the L2

norm, it does satisfy optimal error estimates. To my knowledge, the first L2

estimate for this operator was established in Girault and Raviart [5], following

an original idea of C. Bernardi, where it was applied to analyze the ^ - P^_!

element for the Stokes problem. The purpose of the present paper is to extend

the above result first to LP , and next to Wx'p estimates. As an application,

we shall use this projection operator to show in particular that, when k = 1,

the four-point quadrature rule is of order one, a result very difficult to establish

otherwise on an arbitrary quadrilateral (cf. Ciarlet and Raviart [3] and Raviart

[8])-
We conclude this introduction by recalling some notations and properties of

Sobolev spaces that we shall use further on; they can be found in Adams [ 1 ] or

Necas [7]. Let Í2 denote a bounded and connected open subset of R2 with a

Lipschitz continuous boundary. For any nonnegative integer k and number p

with 1 < p < oo , recall the standard Sobolev space

Wk'p(Q) = {v£ Lp(Q.) ; dav £ LP(Q) for 0 < \a\ < k},

where a denotes any pair of nonnegative integers (ai, a2), dav =

d^v/dxf'dx^2 and \a\ = ai + a2. It is a Banach space for the norm

\\vWm,(n)= (EEII^IIÍ
V>|=0    a

with the usual modification when p = oo. When p = 2, this space is denoted

simply by Hk(Q). We also define the seminorm

\»\m.>m = ( Y II^IIWî)

By interpolating between two consecutive values of k, we can extend the def-

inition of Sobolev spaces to noninteger values of k (cf. Lions and Magenes

[6])-
Finally, we recall a fundamental result on polynomial interpolation. On

any bounded domain K, for any nonnegative integers k and /, the polyno-

mial space Pk lS contained in W''P(K) and we can define the quotient space

Wl'p(K)/fk > which is also a Banach space equipped with the quotient norm

\/v £ Wl>p(K)/Vk ,    \\v\\w,.,{K)/rk = mf ||v + r\\wl,P{K).

This quotient space has the following property proved by Deny and Lions [4]

(cf. also Necas [7]).

Theorem 1. Assume that K is a bounded and connected open set of R2 with

a Lipschitz continuous boundary. For each integer k > 0 and number p with

1 < P < oo, there exists a constant C such that

VÖ e Wk+X-P(K)/Fk,     WvWw^.p(K)/pk < C\v\wk+u,{K).

2.  AN   //-ESTIMATE

To simplify the discussion and avoid the technical difficulties related to

curved boundaries, we assume from now on that Q is a polygonal domain.

i/e

iif
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Figure 1

Let A be a parameter that will tend to zero, and for each value of h, let ^

be a quadrangulation of f2 made of convex and nondegenerate quadrilaterals,

with diameter bounded by h. Let T be one of these quadrilaterals, let a,

be its vertices, for 1 < / < 4, and let S¡ denote its subtriangle with vertices
a,_i, a,, a,+i, the indices being numbered modulo four, as in Figure 1. Let h¡
be the diameter of S¡ and p¡ the diameter of its inscribed circle. We set

hj — sup hi,    Pt = 2 inf p¡   and   oT = — .
i<(<4 i<'<4 pT

Clearly, hp is the diameter of T and ot is a measure of the nondegeneracy
of T.

In order to study IT, it will be useful to introduce the reference unit triangle

Sx with vertices à, = ai = (0, 0), ä2 = â2 = (1, 0), à4 = ââ, = (0, 1), and the
affine invertible mapping

Fs(x) = Bsx + b,

defined by Fs(a¡) = a, for i = 1,2,4. (For strictly consistent notations, we

should denote this mapping by F$t (x), but for the sake of simplicity, we agree

to drop the index on 5.) As T is nondegenerate, this mapping is unique and it

maps Sx onto Sx. Furthermore, the matrix Bs satisfies the following bounds:

15*11 <
2-^2

< 2hx <2hT,
.„ ...     V2     2v/2
\Bäx\\ < — < -!L-.

û Pi  '    Pt
fx

det(ß5)| = 2meas(5i)   and   \p\ < \det(Bs)\ < ^fh2T.
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Then we set S3 = FgX(S3) and we associate with T an auxiliary reference

quadrilateral, T, which generally does not coincide with the reference square

T, but is convex because T is convex:

(2) f = SxUS3 = F~x(T).

In particular, we set a3 = F<rx(a3), and the diameter h~ of T satisfies

h~< WBsXWhT<2V2rjT.

As T is a convex and nondegenerate quadrilateral, there exists a (unique) in-

vertible bilinear mapping F~ that maps the unit square T onto T and such

that for 1 < i < 4,
F~(àj) = ai,

where â3 = ( 1, 1 ). It is interesting to observe that

F $ o F~ = FT,

where Ft is the bilinear mapping (mentioned in the introduction) satisfying

a, = Ft(&¡) . Let Jt and J~ denote respectively the Jacobians of FT and F~ ;

we have
\ß ■>

WJT\\L°°m = 2 sup meas(S/) < -~-hT,
L   {,) l<i<4 2

l|yfl|koo(r) = 2inf1</<4meas(5i) <lt~p\'

, r m meas(S,)     4\/3  2
^Lm= SUP -7FT <-°t-t«l°°(T)    1<J<4meas(»Si)       n

jf| _        meas(5'i) 4%/3   2

? "¿»(f) - inf,<i<4meas(5í) < ~ñ~aT'

ll^rll^^, < CihT,     ll^ll^^) < C2h~ < C3oT,

\\DFfl\\Laa{T)<C4^.
PT

Our first lemma shows that the operator lk is stable in LP(T).

Lemma 2. For any integer k > 0 and any number p with 1 < p < oo, there

exists a constant C, independent of the geometry of T, such that

V« e LP(T),     \\%iu)\\»{T) < CoTWu\\is(T) ■

Proof. Make the change of variable x = F$(i) in definition (1). As the mapping

Fs is affine, we have

Vr £ ¥k ,     | det(ß5)l jjJr(u) - u) o Fs(x)r o Fs(x) dx = 0.

But both the space P* and the operator Ik are invariant by affine transforma-

tion, i.e., setting « = u o Fs , we have

rT(u)oFs = lk~(ü).
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Hence, we can write

Vr£Fk,      f(Ikx(ü)-ü)rdx = 0.

Therefore, choosing r = I~(u) and letting q denote the conjugate exponent of

p , 1 /p + 1 ¡q = 1, we obtain

(3) II^Hi^^Pll^ll^û)«^.

But
HZ-fwIII    ~ < H7~ll1/? ~ \\J~(Ü]o F~\\    -
11 VUnlL«(T) - "JT"Loo{f)"1T{   >        T"L*{T) '

and I~(ü) o F~ belongs to Qk , a finite-dimensional space on which all norms

are equivalent. Hence, there exists a constant Cx which depends only on the

geometry of T and on the degree k , such that

<C1||^||^(?)||7~-'||^(?)||/|(u)||¿2(~.

Therefore, for any real number q, we have

(4) \\I~<m\Ltlf) < C2a¿(1/«+1/2)||/~¿(o)||L2(~ .

Substituting (4) into (3), first with q and next with p, we obtain

(5) wfym^ïQoTmi^y
Hence,

Wlr(u)WmT) = \det(Bs)\l'"\\Í}(ü)\\^{~ < C^\det(Bs)\x'pWüWm?)

< C3<TT\det(Bs)\l/p\det(Bs)\-l">\\u\\u,T).   D

Theorem 3. For any integers k > 0 and / > 0 with I < k + I, and for all
numbers p with 1 < p < oo, there exists a constant C, independent of the

geometry of T, such that

(6) V« G W<>P(T),     H« - 1t(u)Wls(T) < c44/p+{)+4hlT\u\wl,P{T).

Proof. By virtue of Lemma 2, it suffices to consider the case where / > 1. Here
again, we can write

II" - Iriu)Wv(T) = I det(5s)|'/"||ö - /|(«)||^(?).

But since the operator I~ preserves all polynomials in P¿., we have for any r

in ?k,

II" - fymufr = "* - r~ fy* - r^m * IIo - rK{T) + H^" - 'Km

<(\ + CxoT)\\ü-r\\mf),

where Cx denotes the constant of (5). Therefore,

(7) llM-^WII^D^Ideti^l'/^l + C^IIÛII^-^.
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It would be tempting to apply Theorem 1 to the right-hand side of (7), but

we cannot do it directly here, because T is a variable quadrilateral and the

constant of Theorem 1 depends upon the geometry of the set. Therefore, we

must switch to the reference element T. Consider first the^ase where k = 0

and which is the only case where Qk and P^ coincide on T, since they both

consist of constants. Thus, applying Theorem 1 in T, we obtain

inf||w + rL„,~ < IUdl1./p-.infll«oF~ + rL„/- < C2||/dll./*A|fio/!s

<C-,\\I~\\xlp     lir-'ll1^     \\DF~W      -loi
i ^î\\JT"L™(ffJT   "l°°(T)U        T"L°°(TYU\W\.P(T)

;ëRM"      '"VIT) - ""T"L<*>(T)rëi" T "LP(T)~      ¿"T"Loo(r)'"        T'W'-p(T)

Hence,

(8) m„{T]/ro<c34,p+lmwi,,{T)-

We shall extend (8) to any integer k by induction. Assume that for any integer

j < I - 2, we have

<9) iiäii   ~    < Cr7(4/p+1)(;+1)iùi

and let us prove that (9) is valid for j + 1. We use the decomposition

p;+1=p,ep;+1,

where P*+1 denotes the polynomial space spanned by the j + 2 terms x\x^x~l

for 0 < i < j + 1. Therefore,

inf ||« + r||.   ~ =       inf      ||« + r-h r*||    ~
r6Pj+i "LP{T)       r€P>,r*€P*+1 "Lp(T)

=   inf   inf ||(ù + r*) + r\\    ~
r*€Pr+1r€P; nLP(T)

< CaO(AIp+x)U+X)   inf   lw + r*lS c4ct7. ^mi    \u-tr \w¡+l,p{jy

owing to the induction hypothesis. But

\*+nWj+t,,{T)=l Y \\9aü+ca
\\a\=j+l

for real constants ca . Hence,

inf  |fi+ /■•!„,,.„,=. - i   Y   inf||Öa« + cf  ~
r«€P* , '^''"1        I     ¿-'    c€R VIT

\\a\=j+l

Now, (8) yields

c6R

Thus,

inf ||ô0fi + c||W(?) < C34/p+\daü\m„(f) < Q4/p+l\ü\WJ+2,p{7y

h/ii < r nWp+x^j+2îu~j\
lU"LP(T)/FJ+l ^^5°T \u\wJ*i.P(T)'

and (9) is proved by induction. It remains to substitute (9) into (7) with k =

j + I = I and switch back to T :

\\u - ÍtÍu)Wlp(T) < (I + CxoT)CoflP+x)WBsWl\u\wl.nT),

thereby proving (6).   D
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To derive a global estimate from (6), we assume that the family of quadrangu-

lations Uh is regular as h tends to zero: there exists a constant a, independent
of h , such that

vr £ ^h,   oT<o.

Then we immediately derive the following corollary.

Corollary 4. Assume that ^h is regular. For any integers k > 0 and / > 0 with

I < k + 1, and for all numbers p with 1 < p < oo, there exists a constant C,

independent of h , such that

Vw £ W!>P(Q),     \\u - IT(u)Wv(ci) < Chl\u\wl.P(Cl).

3. A   W7'-''-ESTIMATE

The next lemma shows that IT is stable in WX'P(T).

Lemma 5. For any integer k > 0 and any number p with  1 < p < oo, there

exists a constant C, independent of the geometry of T, such that

(10) Vu£Wx>p(T),     \PT(u)\wi,P{T)<C4/P+7\u\wi.,(T).

Proof. The result is trivial for k = 0, since IT(u) is a constant. Therefore, we

can assume that k > 1 and we write

\h(U)\lV^P{T) < \hiU) - TriU)\w^P(T) + \hiU)\fV''P{T) = l-M") ~~ hiU)\lV'.P(T) >

as IT(u) is a constant. Now switch to the reference element T:

\Ik(u) - ITiu)\wl,iT) < \\JT\\l£{?)\\DFf ' ||L-(r)|(/*(«) - IT(u))oFT\WUp(?).

Since (ïT(u) - ïT(u)) o Fj belongs to the finite-dimensional space Qk on T,

the equivalence of norms yields

\(7T(u) - I°T(u)) o FT\wltP{9) < C,||(/*(M) - JT(u))oFT\\m?)

<CxWJt1WYL(t)¥tÍ^)-ItÍu)Wu(T).

Thus,

\Ït(u)-Ït(u)^.P(T)

^QII/rll^^ll/f'lli^^ll^f'lUoo^ll^M)-^«)!^^

2/p+l   1   n7k,,A      70,<C2oT/p+l — WIt(u)-It(u)Wd>(T)-
pT

Hence,

\Ït(u)\w^p(t) < C2o2t/p+1-±-(WIt(u) - U\\U(T) + \\IÍ(u) - uWlp{T))

. f-,     6/p+li   i
S G3<7y        \U\w'-p(T) >

by applying (6) with 1=1.   D
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Theorem 6. For any integers k > 0 and 1 < I < k + I, and for all numbers

p with 1 < p < oo, there exists a constant C which depends on ot but is

otherwise independent of the geometry of T, such that

(11) VueW'-p(T),    |i/-^(M)|„M,,m<C/^->|^,,,(r).

Proof. Since IT preserves all polynomials in Vk, we can write

Mr £ Fk ,     \u- Pf(u)\m.P(T) = \u-r- 7^(w - r)\m.P{T)

<(l + CxoT/p+7)\u-r\wl.P{T),

where Cx is the constant of (10). Now the proof follows the lines of Theorem

3:
mf \u - r\m.P{T) < | det(ß5)|'/"||55 '|| mf \ü - r\mp~}.

Obviously,

<U\wi-p{T)/T0       Wwi.PW

and we shall prove an upper bound for Fk by induction. To this end, assume

that for any integer j < I - 2, we have

(121 lui        ~      < Crr(4/p+1);'lwl

Then

inf |w + r|       ~ =   inf   inf \(ü + r*) + r\       ~
r€VJ+l 'Wt-P(T)       r'6P*+1 r6Py ' <W1-p(T)

<C2oT r\vA   \u + r \WJ+Up{jy

by the induction hypothesis. But we have shown in the proof of Theorem 3 that

M   I" + r*\w^P(T) $ C34/P+1\*\Wj+2,p(t) ■

Therefore,
If/I ~ < C rrWp+X)U+X)\ù\

and (12) is proved by induction. Hence,

\u-ík(u)\m.P(T) < C,aTlP+1o(;-x)("p+x)j-hlT\u\w,.p(T)

<C5oflp+i)+2IP+1hlfX\u\wi,P{T).    D

As an immediate application, we have the global estimate:

Corollary 7. Assume that ^ is regular. For any integers k > 0 and 1 < / <

k + 1, and for all numbers p with 1 < p < oo, there exists a constant C,

independent of h , such that

Mu£Wl-p(Çl),     \Y\u-TTÍu)\m.p(T))      <Chl-x\u\wi.p(a).

Finally, by interpolating the estimates of Corollaries 4 and 7 between two

consecutive values of k , we can extend their results to noninteger values of k :
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Corollary 8. Assume that 3¡¡ is regular. For any integer k > 0 and real number

s with 0 < s < k + I, and for all numbers p with 1 < p < oo, there exists a

constant C, independent of h, such that

Vw £ WS>P(Q),    \\u - ÍtÍu)Wlp(íi) < Chs\\u\\iv,,P{a).

Corollary 9. Assume that Sh is regular. For any integer k > 0 and real number

s with 1 < s < k + 1, and for all numbers p with 1 < p < oo, there exists a

constant C, independent of h, such that

Vu£Ws>p(Q),     (x>-/£(u)C..,(r))      <Chs-l\\u\\Ws,P{Q).

\T€9¡, )

4. Application to quadrature formulas

Let k = 1 and consider the standard finite element space

eh = {dh £ ^°(ñ); vr 6 3h, eh\T e <sx(T)}.

In solving elliptic boundary value problems, one often has to calculate terms of

the form JT Vuh • Vvh dx with wA and vh in Qh ■ The exact computation of

this integral is difficult because the integrand in each T involves fractions in

two variables. But exact computation is not necessary and we can approximate

the integral by an appropriate quadrature formula. The most commonly used

quadrature formula in this case is the two-dimensional extension of the "trape-

zoidal rule", called the "four-point" rule. We propose to show in this section

that the error arising from the use of this quadrature formula is comparable to
the interpolation error of the space 0/,, namely 0(h).

For any function / defined and continuous on T, we define the four-point
quadrature rule by

(13) &(f) = \(f(0,0) + f(l,0) + f(l,l) + f(0,l)).

Then, observing that

/ fdx= ¡JTfoFTdx,
JT JT

we define for any continuous function / on T, the quadrature formula

(14) ^4,H/)4(WoFi).

Now, assume that the solution u of the problem we want to solve belongs

to H2(Q). Then it is continuous in Q and we can define first It(u) in each

T, which is the classical interpolation operator in &\(T) defined by (cf. Ciarlet

[2])
It(u)(sl¡) = u(a¡)   forl</'<4.

After this, we define //,(«) £ 8/, by

MT£3h,    Ih(u)\T = It(u\t) •

The error arising from the integration formula (13), (14) involves in particular

the difference

jv(IT(u))-Vvhdx-^T(V(IT(u))-Vvh),
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and this difference must be bounded in terms of ||tVilltf>(r) • The next theorem

establishes a slightly more general result.

Theorem 10. Assume that the quadrangulation 3% is regular. For any number

p with 1 < p < oo, there exists a constant C such that for all u in W2'P(Q)

the following bound holds:

vvh £ eh,

[ V(Ih(u))-Vvhdx- V^4>r(V(/r(«))-Vi;A) <Ch\u\W2.na)\vh\m.l,ia),
Jo.

V(Ih(u))-Vvhdx- Y ^4,r(V(/r(w))-Vw/,)

where l/p + l/q = 1.

Proof. First note that Ih(u) is well defined because  W2<P(Q) c W°(Q) for

1 < p < oo . For any T in 3h , we can write

Jv(IT(u))'Vvhdx-f4,T(V(lT(u))>Vvh)

= J V(IT(u)-ïT(u))-VVhdx-5%,T(V(lT(u)-ïT(u))-VVh),

because V(/f (u)) is a constant vector and each component of the vector func-

tion VVh is integrated exactly by the quadrature formula:

Vvh£eh,    J Vvhdx = S^tT(VVh).

Now, it can be easily checked that

|^4,r(V(/r(«) - TT(u)) • VuA)| < Ci|/r(«) - IT(u)\w^p(T)\Vh\w^(T),

with a constant Cx independent of the geometry of T. Therefore,

V(IT(u)) • Vvh   dx -S%,t(V(It(u)) • Vvh)\Lit
<(l+ CX)\IT(U) - lXTÍu)\Wx,P(T)\Vh\wi.«(T) ■

On one hand, as 3/, is regular, Theorem 6 applied with 1 = 2 implies that

\ITiu) — U\w\.P(T) < C2hT\u\wi,P(T) >

with a constant C2 independent of the geometry of T. On the other hand, a

standard result of finite element interpolation yields (cf. Ciarlet [2])

|/r(«) - u\w\,P{j) < Cj,hT\u\wi,P(T),

whence the desired result.   D

The operator IT plays a crucial part in this proof. If V(IT(u)) were not

constant, the same estimate for the quadrature error would require that the

derivative of the Jacobian Jf be small with respect to h2. This holds if T is
nearly a parallelogram but not if T is an arbitrary quadrilateral.

This proof has been written in the particular case where k = 1, because

finite elements of degree one are most commonly used in practice, but clearly,

the above result extends readily to finite elements of degree k and the same

type of integration formulas of order k .
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